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The “J” Stand  (revised) 

 
by N6JSX /8                    09/2013 
 

The 2m/70cm(440MHz)  dual-band copper-pipe ‘J’ is a simple and very effective antenna that 
requires NO counterpoise (radials/grounding). When I’m on the road, as a Contract Engineer, I 
take my “portable-J” and a VHF/UHF mobile w/power-supply. As I’ve found most extended-stay 
motels and apartments do NOT allow mounting of any antenna to their structure. Leaning a J 
against the wall compromises the radiation pattern and creates high VSWR issues. I solved this 
by making a solid removable J-Stand for the ‘J’ that allows me to temporarily place the antenna 
on a patio, balcony, or room corner.  

 

    
                JS-1                           JS-2                           JS-3                                         JS-4 

 

JS-1 is my original tri-leg J-Stand with hat-rack antlers, 
JS-2 is another original but smaller-footprint tri-leg J-Stand,  
JS-3 is my current quad-leg J-Stand, 
JS-4 is a quad-leg J-Stand and portable “J” broken down for transporting.  
 

My original tri-leg J-Stand was found too unstable for my needs due to the small footprint. I 
found Lowes has a ¾” 90°-side-outlet-elbow that allowed me to make a far more stable 
quad-leg J-Stand.  
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tri-leg stands                                               quad-leg stand 

 

These J-Stands are made from ¾” schedule-40 (0.113”) PVC tube, elbows, Tee, 45°-angles, 
90°-side-outlet elbow, end-caps, and thread adaptor items. I tried ½” PVC tube but found 
common ½” schedule-30 (0.095”) PVC to just be too fragile, too weak, and too thin walled.   
 

Key PVC Stands parts (for different Cu-pipe sizes):   (Lowes 2013) 
Cu ½” slip to ¾” threaded male slip-adaptor   #21732 $5.83 
Cu ½” slip to ½” threaded male slip-adaptor   #21840 $0.99 
Cu ¾” slip to ¾” threaded male slip-adaptor   #21850 $1.50 
¾” sch-40 PVC threaded slip-joint “Tee”    #23934 $0.96 
¾” sch-40 PVC 90°-side-outlet-elbow    #315496 $1.60 

 

 
¾” 90°-elbow w/outlet, ½ & ¾” Cu adaptors, various ¾” PVC threaded & slip Tee’s  

 

The key to these J-Stands is the addition of a soldered Cu-pipe threaded adaptor. Then just 
marry up the proper PVC adaptor fittings to make a J-Stand. If you want to have a hat-rack 
(antlers) a Cu-pipe thread adaptor needs to be soldered to the top of the J. If the antlers are not 
always used a PVC threaded-adaptor fit into a PVC end-cap can be used for a J-cap.    
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Items to consider: 
1. Obtain a Ratchet PVC pipe cutter for clean-square PVC tube cuts, as pictured was 

bought at Harbor Freight for $3.99. 
2. Use PVC cleaner to insure good glued joints.  
3. Always store your PVC cement upside down to prevent drying out of the glue.  
4. Use pliers to give a little more twist to the can-swab lid insuring a good seal and then 

use the pliers to open the glue can.  
 

The best feature of using PVC for this stand is you can cut all pieces and pre-glue assemble to 
conduct a fit-check prior to any gluing, JS-8.  
 

One of the most critical items to these stands is to insure the antenna remains perpendicular to 
the ground and the antenna load is balanced equally onto all legs. I set a bull’s-eye bubble level 
(Menards $1.99) onto an antenna pipe to insure true level, JS-5, or use a multi-axis vehicle 
dash-inclinometer, JS-6.  
 

   
                                    JS-5                                                                JS-6 
 

I made my quad-stand into three pieces for portability: two leg sections & one T-arm, JS-7. To 
insure the T-arm did not rotate I drilled a hole thru the T-arm/elbow joints and dropped-in a 
cotter-key (or nail). This pin negates any possible T-arm rotation within the legs keeping the 
antenna perpendicular to the floor.  
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                                     JS-7                                                                   JS-8 
 

My quad-stand leg PVC tubes are all ¾”x 6” with end-cap feet. The two T-arms are ¾”x 4.5” 
going into a ¾” slip-threaded Tee making a 13.5” x 11” footprint. This foot-print also keeps the 
J from making direct contact with walls that will create near field VSWR problems.  
 

This J-Stand can be made to any foot-print size you need - such as longer T-arms could 
accommodate bricks-w/holes as weights to improve light-wind stability on a patio/balcony. Or 
the legs could also be filled with lead shotgun shot for weighting. Remember PVC is ONLY so 
strong and was never intended for high wind load stresses (but adding snug fitting wood dowels 
inside the tubes greatly helps) or for prolonged direct UV saturation, paint the PVC with outdoor 
UV proof spray paint helps to prevent UV brittle rot. PVC will crack when stressed at 
temperatures below freezing, to mitigate consider a strengthening filler inside the PVC parts!  
 

The economics and availability of PVC allows you to be creative, try different concepts, make 
mistakes, discovering your designs/redo’s/fixes will NOT break your mad-money bank!  
 

I use PVC for my portable SAT antenna mast and the boom of this tape-measure 2m RDF Yagi.  
 

      
 

Writer BIO: Dale Kubichek, BS/MS-EET, GROL/RADAR, N6JSX - Amateur Extra; licensed in 1972.  
PDF of this article, and many more, can be found in the ‘Files’ folder “N6JSX Stuff” on my Groups:    

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HAM-SATs     http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RDF-USA 
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